BROADCAST
ATTRIBUTION

Measuring advertising response
with unbiased analytics
empowers you with insights
to optimize ad spend.

BROADCAST ATTRIBUTION

Attribution has quickly become a required tool for broadcasters and media buyers alike.
Nearly every major radio broadcaster in the United States uses attribution, and media
buyers are finding attribution is a way to offer transparency and insight whether they are
purchasing ads on TV, radio, OTT, or podcasts.
LeadsRx Broadcast Attribution™ allows you to measure response to advertising – with
unbiased analytics – and empowers you with insights to optimize ad spend, improve ad
copy, and deliver more powerful calls to action.
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THE LEADSRX ATTRIBUTION METHODOLOGY
1. RESPONSE WINDOW
LeadsRx analyzes traffic to an advertiser’s website to determine which visitors could be
responding to a commercial that aired. Visitors within a specified time period, called the
response window, may be attributed to having heard the broadcast advertisement. While
a fixed response window is the perfect tool in some situations, we advocate for a more
flexible approach. This helps to capture visitors who are slower to respond and eliminates
the possibility of them being attributed to other sources (such as direct traffic or digital
ads). Therefore, using LeadsRx, you can set a response window at the spot-level to any

Flexible response window can
be adjusted according to your
campaigns

duration you want. For example, morning drive-time radio spots can be given a longer
response window to give drivers a chance to reach their destination before taking digital
action and visiting an advertiser’s website.

2. SECOND-BREATH ATTRIBUTION
While it’s been proven that many consumers do in fact respond to broadcast ads within a
quick time frame, there can occasionally be a meaningful percentage of broadcast listeners
who, for whatever reason, do not jump on their laptop or mobile device as soon as the
commercial ends. Instead, they delay action. Maybe they complete the task they were in the
middle of or finish their commute. Maybe they remember the ad but decide to take action
later. Then they check out the offer. This delayed-visitor phenomena is known as the “second

Give proper credit to broadcast
when response times take longer

breath of broadcast,” and is often seen occurring around minute 20 after a spot airs.
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This second-breath attribution response window is also important to capture in order to
give full credit to the broadcast medium. Using LeadsRx, any number of distinct response
windows can be defined at the spot-level so that no attribution is left on the table. If the
second breath of broadcast appears, LeadsRx can find it.

3. GEOFENCE
LeadsRx segments website visitors by their geographic location. Then, this information can
be used to exclude individuals who did not come from the listening or viewing broadcast
market in the attribution results; e.g., ads that air in Atlanta would not attribute visitors

Accurately measure response

from San Francisco. LeadsRx is flexible and allows you to decide if geofencing is needed

when looking at global, national

for a particular campaign. Nationally simulcasted campaigns, for example, do not need

or regional campaigns

geofencing. And, campaigns targeting frequent travelers may be best without geofencing
since laptop computers often report original locations and not temporary ones.

4. CHANNEL FILTERS
LeadsRx allows you to select which channels to include in the broadcast attribution path.
For example, website traffic coming from organic search, direct visits, and branded paidsearch ads are often attributed to broadcast advertising if the traffic arrives within the
response window and geofenced area. The logic is that these channels are commonly
used by consumers to find an advertiser’s website after exposure to broadcast advertising.

Configure your channels according
to your campaign structure to give
proper credit to broadcast

Alternatively, a channel like social media might be omitted from broadcast attribution
because it is unlikely that a broadcast spot would be impacting traffic coming from a third
party such as Facebook. But this is completely flexible when using LeadsRx, and you can set
whatever channel filters make sense for the campaign.

5. DECAY-CURVE ANALYSIS
Decay-curve analysis, also known as spike analysis, is another valuable feature in LeadsRx
Broadcast Attribution that allows you to clearly see how visitor traffic to a website spikes
during and after broadcast advertising. This is an invaluable tool for media buyers who need
to provide proper attribution credit to networks they buy from and for broadcasters looking
for the best response windows to capture.

Spike analysis shows how and
when traffic responds to
broadcast advertising

6. OVERLAP ARBITRATION
LeadsRx uses sophisticated models to determine the amount of credit given to overlapping
spots, for example when spots air on multiple stations or across mediums like TV and radio.
LeadsRx is flexible and arbitrates between these two – giving proportionate credit based on

Proportional credit is given to

data you provide such as impressions, reach, ratings, and even the timing within a decay curve.

overlapping spots across mediums

7. ATTRIBUTION FOR NATIONAL AND LOCAL CAMPAIGNS
Broadcast advertising can be sold in a few different ways: local market; network or national;
and national simultaneous. LeadsRx supports all of these models and includes specific
capabilities that “burst” network or national buys into each local market. This is an essential
feature for accurate attribution and ensures spot air times are adjusted for when local

Easily run attribution on nationally
syndicated campaigns across
hundreds of local markets

programming occurs.
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8. INGESTING SPOT LOG DATA
LeadsRx has an enhanced, intelligent facility for ingesting broadcast post spot logs,
providing maximum flexibility and ease of use. Standard CSV files can be uploaded directly
by users of the system, or, files can be sent to the LeadsRx Customer Success team for a
nominal service fee. In addition, LeadsRx includes a spotlog “webhook” that is commonly
used by computer servers to electronically deliver spot logs on a periodic basis. Lastly,

Ingest spot log data automatically,
in real-time without errors or
manual entry

partners like WideOrbit make handling spot logs fast, simple and error-free – with spots
automatically synchronized between WideOrbit and LeadsRx nightly. This delivers an
unprecedented speed of iteration and allows you to make adjustments to your campaigns
as soon as the next day.

9. LEADSRX OTT ATTRIBUTION TRACKS AD EFFECTIVENESS
Just like with TV and radio, LeadsRx analyzes both the costs and revenue coming from
your OTT (over the top) advertising. Our Universal Tracking Pixel ™ captures 100% of your
inbound marketing programs and tracks critical conversion points. When an individual
streams an OTT episode, LeadsRx receives information from on our partner Inscape on
automatic content recognition (ACR) and advertising data.

Bring OTT advertising campaigns
into your multi-touch attribution
ecosystem

Advertising spot log data is automatically ingested, and all OTT ad data is fed back to
LeadsRx and compared against all other marketing programs. You receive real-time results
and can adjust OTT advertising campaigns in-flight.

10. LEADSRX PODCAST ADVERTISING ATTRIBUTION
LeadsRx has pioneered the first-ever multi-touch, cross-channel attribution solution that
incorporates real-time podcast advertising data alongside other advertising mediums.
You can now see – as with radio, TV, and OTT – which outcomes are driven by podcast
advertising independently and in conjunction with other advertising channels.

Measure podcast advertising’s
impact on web traffic,
digital ads and conversions

The LeadsRx podcast attribution capability goes beyond reporting only about website visits
due to ad exposure but also reports on eventual business outcomes, such as online sales,
form completions, in-bound phone calls, and even in-store foot traffic. These outcomes,
or “conversions,” often result in revenue to you, the advertiser, and is a highly valued KPI.
Because podcast listeners are typically using mobile devices, LeadsRx has also added the
ability to determine when listeners likely visited an advertiser’s retail store after exposure to
their advertisements within a podcast episode.
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INSIGHTS YOU’LL GET
SHOW VALUE OF BROADCAST ADVERTISING

OPTIMIZE SPOT COST

“Broadcast ads over the last month increased

“Spot costs can be based on the true

your website traffic by 12%, with 70% of the traffic

performance of the daypart or network instead

coming from new visitors as opposed to repeat

of on rate cards or audience data.”

customers.”

OPTIMIZE ADVERTISER SPEND

MEASURE IN-STORE TRAFFIC LIFT

“Move budget away from ad copy #2 and #5

“Podcast ads from episode ‘x’ drove listeners

because they are underperforming versus the

on mobile devices to your retail and is having a

average response seen. Allocate this budget to

measurable impact on in-store sales.”

higher-performing copy.”

WEB LIFT REPORT

EXAMPLE FROM A LEADSRX REPORT…
Broadcast ads in March and April added 611 web
sessions to an advertiser’s website, representing a
12.9% lift.

TERMINOLOGY...
Web session: Google’s terminology that refers to
the number of visits made to a website; may not be
unique people but roughly equated.
Attributed: LeadsRx methodology has determined
there is a high probability this data should be
attributed to exposure to broadcast ads, including
radio, TV, OTT, and/or podcast.
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SEGMENTATION BY CREATIVE REPORT

HOW TO READ THIS...
The first 3 ad creatives are performing at or above
average; ones below this could be candidates to
discontinue.

TERMINOLOGY...
Web sessions per spot: This is the number of
sessions (visits) to the advertiser’s website for each
broadcast spot that aired.

IMPACT REPORT

HOW TO READ THIS...
The primary thing to focus on for this advertiser is
selecting the right day of week when ads run; then
creative, and then daypart.

TERMINOLOGY...
Impact: Shows the relative importance of a
dimension; e.g., making a decision about the day of
week will have a greater impact than a decision
about daypart for this advertiser.
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